The aim of this note is to prove a result similar to a theorem of Keisler [l] We will define Boolean ultrapower of a structure A in a different form than the one used in [2] . Given a complete Boolean algebra, we say that X C B -|0j is a partition if x O y = 0 whenever x, y £ X, x¿ y, and Ux = 1 {\JX is the least upper bound of X in B, and x n y is the meet of x and y in B). For a set A we define A to be the set of all functions into A whose domain is a partition of B. Given a relation R{', •) on A, define, for />g^(B), \\Rif> g)|| = LH*nyl*eDom A ye Dom g and R{f{x), g{y))\. Boolean-valued models for set theory.
Given partitions P., • • •, P in a Boolean algebra B, we denote the partition {x. n •• • C\ x \x . £ P. for i < n\ -\0| by A" n P.. We say that r 0 72l77-J 1=0 I J an element b £ B is a part of a partition P in B if b = U X for some X Ç P.
Definition. An ultrafilter D is said to be /<-good iff: for every X < k, fot every function f: S (À) -* D for which there are partitions Pafor a < X such that /(s) is a part of A P for every s e S AX), there is a multiplicative function g: 5 (a) -► D, g < /, and a partition P so that g(s) is a part of P A A P , and for every p £ P, the set {a|g(a) n p /= 0\ is finite. Let us consider the set X = \x\x = a Pi p / 0 fot some a £ /\aes PaK It is clear that Ux = P and that it is a disjointed set. Thus X = Uûep^i) is a partition in B. For every x £ X let t{x) = \a\x < g{a)\. If x < p (for every x£X such a p £ P is unique) then Z(x)C s . Because g(sô) is a part of PA A aes Pa, we see that by multiplicativity of g, x < g{t{x)) fot P x £ X. Now g{t{x))< f{t{x)). Because x ¿0 and x < f{t{x))
<3">aa4>*>. 7.)
we have that for a. £ t{x) there is a d , a sequence of elements from the domains of / , so that x < d for a £ t{x) and A^^aAxM-Jaida)).
We define h{x) to be an element of A for which At= A , sd> {h{x), f {d ))
holds.
It is now clear that \\<pa{h, f )|| > x whenever a e r(x). But Ui*lae *(*)! = g(iaS)£ o. This is impossible by (2). The proof of the Theorem is completed.
